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Instructions: 
 Answer any three questions 
 All questions carry equal marks 
 Clearly indicate the question number 
 Use the essay writing format prescribed by this module 
 
 
1. Globalisation is associated with experiencing the world being ‘in motion’. Against this 
background, explain Appadurai’s argument that globalization and motion combine to 
pave the way for ‘the work of the imagination’.  
2. Political communication in South Africa is not only marked by public discussions but also 
by social groupings collectively expressing their views. Compare how the media 
portrayed one case of public protests to the message that protestors actually wanted to 
convey. 
3. The phrase ‘the personal is political’ is often associated with the feminist cause. Critically 
discuss feminism as political communication. In your answer focus on the participatory 
nature of social movements. 
4. One form of blogging can be termed self-storytelling, ‘writing the self’ or self-blogging. 
Critically position this form of blogging as one manifestation of public identity 
engagement that characterise the participatory turn. Illustrate your answer with 
examples. 
5. “Celebrities serve as everyday-moral examples inviting followers to discuss moral norms 
relating to their own lives.” Critically discuss True Love’s alleged body shaming of Lerato 
Kganyago. In your answer, consider various interpretations of this online event. 
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